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Chapter I
business Administration and Accountings
It is an accepted truth that the administration
Introduction.
of all affairs calling' for the exercise of
Judgement is based upon information. Adequate knowledge of the facts
is recognized as fundamental to purposeful action in all of the great
divisions of human affairs.
The administrative departments of a govern-
ment collect data of infinite variety. A iitate Department, for ex-
ample, would take no serious step without current information from
many sources regarding related circumstances — data as to actual facts
and as to sentiments and tendencies. In the field of Law great con-
sideration is given to ascertaining and presenting the actual facts,
the nethods employed being laid down at length under the titles of
Pleading ana of Svidence. l*'o Judgement is rendered without the prelim-
inary aid of these devices of information. Ho doctor attempts to pre-
scribe for a serious ailment until ne is possessed of a great fund of
information concerning his science in general and, by observation, of
a considerable fund of information regarding the case at hand.
In '.Tar the same dependence upon knowledge of the
facts appears. One whola branch of the service is devoted to the
Service of Information. Data are collected by aviators, scouts, and
patrols concerning the enemy's numbers, location, terrain. From prisoners
and captured records is drawn information of morale, munitions, and equip-
ment. These data and many more are sifted and^co-ord inated at Headquarters;
no movers nt of importance begins without a foundation in the fact's and
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estimates of the Intelligence division.
This brief indication of the dependence Of such
promanent departments of human activity -upon current, reliable information
tends to establish, the opening statement as an acceptable generalization.
And it is but natural that the generalization should be extended to that
Other great department of endeavor — Business.
' The successful conduct of business is based as
much upon current and reliable information as is the conduct of a govern-
ment or a military campaign. Data must be had a3' to possible markets.
The traffic studies of the United Cigar Stores Go. are interesting ex-
amples of hov; the choice of markets may be based upon reliable data.
Advertising media must oe investigated and data securr©& which will in-
dicate their relative effective-ess per unit of cost and therefore their
relative desirability. The condition of the market for purchases rust
be constantly known, as well as that of the market for sales. Data of
price movements for purchased commodities mu.st be compiled currently; the
maltster must know the barley' market and. the miller the wheat, as to price
as well as available sup ly. -
These data may be supplimented by statistics of
general business conditions. Such statistics as bank clearings, pig iron
product ion, crop prospects, bank loans, etc. serve to indicate the "state
of mind" prevailing in the country's business and thereby to give the
individual a truer perspective of his own affairs.
Of even greater interest to those in charge of the
individual business ere data of private financial condition and economic
progress. Information rust be constantly at hand regarding the state of
>i
I.
!
;
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the property, that is the form in which the wealth i3 held, and the pro-
gress that is being made in increasing the quantit" of that wealth. .Data
must be readily available to show the extent and nature of the obligations
ru:ming both to and from the enterprise, and to indicate the extent and
character of its internal activities. It is these wealth data that
accounting supplies to the organization.
Financial condition and economic progress are
both expressions of economic circumstances and changes. A statement of
financial condition expresses the state of the organization's wealth —
the character and extent; a statement of economic progress expresses the
changes in the quantity of wealth under the control of one enterprise.
Facts which have to do with the state of wealth and its changing form or
quantity are economic data and as such are expressive of economic prin-
ciples. It follows, therefore, that the function of accounting should be
to interpret the occurrences effecting a business in the light of economic
princ iplss
.
It would seem quite i;:inecessary to point out that
Administrat ive
Control. administration must control and direct business -
activities were it not for the patent fact that thousands of men fail to
perceive this truism, or else are unable to give it effect in their affairs.
One accountant of wide experience gives as iiis opinion; "i.'ine out of every
ten business failures are the direct result of ignorance of the real con-
ditions which would have been revealed by a proper accounting system." { '
ebner: Factory accounting,- p. 5.
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The figures here used are unfortunate for they give the impression of an
Off-hand statement; they would s~-em to have been used in the manner of
the layman for the mere purpose of lending a desired emphasis rather than
as the conviction of an expert. And besides, the above statement
assumes that the knowledge of the real conditions would be accompanied
by a resourcefullness in ways and means of correcting unfavorable con-
ditions. This by no means follows* Inexperienced men are often relpless
in the face of adverse situations even though they know what the real
conditions are.
The opinion quoted may be ill advised as to word-
ing, but it will no doubt be conceded that its main purport is correct,
lies do fail because they do not realize that it is possible to know real
conditions and that it is equally possible to control and direct the act-
ivities which give rise to them.
The activities which require control may be class-
ified into three groups. First, there are dealings with persons external
to the business which result in a change in the form of wealth. These may
be termed Financial Activities. In the second group are those dealings
with persons external to the business which result in a change in the
quantity of wealth as well as form. Those are here termed Economic Activit
Last, there is the group in which the items are called Internal Activities
These are the actitities concerned with the utilization of materials and
services within the confines of the business itself.
Financial activities consist, for the most part, in
the efforts cf '.en to supply the means of conducting business, i.e. Capital
In various forms. Fixed capital is obtained from investme.it or long term

loans and is "usually converted at onco into the ins* runon ts of production
if it has not already attained that form. On the other hand, Fluid
Capital, (i.e. working- or circulating capital ) is converted into the
materials and services of industry, if it does not already exist in t.
forn. land is the :nost representative type of t ixed Capital; Cash, of
Fluid Capital, since it can readily be converted into whatever other form
©f capital the exigencies of the business require. Recently contracted
debts receivable (i.e. notes and book accounts) as well as the stock in
trade or raw material are also readily convert! ole in the regular course
of business, and hence are Fluid Capital.
These types of Fluid Capital are obtained for the
most part from the collection of current debts receivable and short time
loans (including not only cash loans but goods bought on credit), ^oth
Of the other two sources — the sale of fixed capital and long term loans —
are seldom relied upon. lien avail themselves of these sources only upon
urgent necessity. The sale of capital assets disposes of instruments which
are, presumably . advantageous to the business to possess; the long term
loans obligate the business to suffer a continued drain for interest long
after the effect of the increased Fluid Capital ceases to be felt.
\ The capital so secured is used in carrying out
the objects of the business — in providing the means of carrying on the
economic and the Internal Activities.
It cannot reasonably be denied that the activ-
ities attendant upon securing and utilizing these various forms of capital
can be controlled, and that the manner of securing and using them will
effect final profits. Yet it' v. ill be worth while to enumerate some of the

ways in which activities may be, as a matter of fact, controlled to the
advantage of the business.
The amount of capital fixed in tha form or unnecess-
ary land, buildings, or eq-uip^ent acts as a drain on rofits, placing on
the business as it does a dispensable burden on interest to be met out of
income, to say nothing of Ihe loss of the opportunity for making profit's
which would lie in a wiser distribution of capital. A similar result
obtains when the amount of Fluid Capital is excessive or badly proportion-
ed among the various forms in which it is held. • Unnecessary accumulation
of cash leaves much capital unproductive; large stocks of slowly turning
goods and slow collection of accounts and notes receivable reduce the free
working capital and have the effect, for that reason, of curtailing pro-
duction of . necessitating additional loans with the attendant interest
charges. Reduced cash working capital also has the effect of making the
procurment of additional capital difficult and costly because the discharge
of previously incurred obligations will become slow.
Proper control will be reflected in profits for it '
:.ill see to it that there are no unnecessary investments of fixed capital;
or idle accumulations of fluid capital. The character of land, buildings,
and equipment as well as their extent can be controlled by choice; accounts
receivable can be collected promptly with a minimum of loss by tact and
pressure; discretion can be exercised in granting credit; goods can be
turned more rapidly by jjroperly directing the purchase
,
display and price
of them; loans can be kept at a minimum and seasonal in character with
attention to the activities in connection with the other sovrces of
fluid capital
•

While financial activities are primarily concerned
with acts attendant upon svpplying capital in the proper forms and pro-
portions, economic activities, on the other hand, consist primarily of
those acts which provide operating facilities by advancing' the costs there-
of out of capital
.
The vise of land, buildings or eqripnent nay be
obtained by lease if they are not owned, and the rents, royalties, etc.,
constitute operating costs to be aavanced out of working capital. ««ages
ana salaries are advanced before completion of production and secure to the
business the services of man as mechanics, claries, executives, etc. In
the same way protection is secured by the payment of taxes and insurance
premiums; professional services by suitable fees; effective demand by
appropriate acts of salesmanship. These are typical economic activities
viewed from the side of operating costs; there are others to be viewed from
tie side of operating income.
Th9 actual disposing of goods is the ultimate
economic activity — the act which is the focus of all the others. Costs
are incurred only for the purpose of furthering in one way or another this
final act; the working capital is allowed to oe depleted by successive
advances therefrom only in the prospect of receiving back an income which
shall not only replace the depreciation of fixed capital and the outlay
of fluid capital, but also contain a surplus over and above these — a net
Income
.
In a money economy the effort of every business
organization is to produce net income; STery act is considered in its bear-
v
ing upon this single outcome. Bat income is the difference between Income

and expenditure. Income is the increase in wealth due to the activities
of the organization; Expenditure is the temporary decrease in wealth
occasioned ay the effort to secure Income.
This being the nature of Income and Expenditure,
It follows that every activity which, produces any change in the form or
quantity of wealth Must be carefully scrutinized for the effect it will
have upon Het Income. list Income rises with increased Income and falls
with increased Expenditure; hence, scrutiny of activities should be to the
single end of increasing income and decreasing expenditure. Adjustment
must bs irjade with discretion, however, for the mere decrease of expenditure
if unwisely made, may result in a decreased income because that particular
expenditure mi ht have been indispensible to effective operations. In the
words of Roy B. Kester, "Every effort is offset by the cost of f; at en-
deavor, and, unless the prims result of the effort be more than its cost,
int.)
its aim, viz, the increase of net worth, is not accomplished." ^' Where
the prime result is already more than the cost, it is dangerous to try to
lower the cost except that it first be carefully made sure that the effect
will be as a matter of fact advantageous.
Control of net income t&kes place in the judicious
lowering of expenditures and increase of income, attention being had to
the cost of that increase; and control of expenditure and income takes
place in the direction of thoso activities which give ri?e to them.
The expenditure for leasing a building can be con-
trolled at the time the contract act is contemplated by a careful canvass of
(£) "Expenditure* as here used is not synonymous with"Disbursement ."
It includes all the outlay of fluiu capital for commodities , ex-
penses, services, and depreciation of fixed capital,
tester: Accounting Theory and Practice p. 51.

of tne availatls builuings and by weighing the faTOrablenesa of location,
interior arrangement, etc. against the cost. The expenditure for labor can
be controlled by careful selection and training of employes. On the side
of income, control can oe had by Judicious advertising, attention to doubt-
ful applications for credit and to doubtful debts.
The third group of activities, termed Internal, '
remains for condiderat ion. It consists primarily of the acts of utiliza-
tion of the instruments provided by Financial activities and the operating
facilities provided by Economic activities.
Utilisation of instruments, materials and services
is carried on wholly within the organization. These internal activities
are not, like those of the other two classes, exchanges involving parties
outside of the organization itself. Although some writers on accoi?nting
employ the fiction of exchanges between internal units of the business to
explain these activities, they do so merely to bring all bookkeeping sntries
under one rule-ofVfchumb, namely, that all entries shall express an exchange'
of equals,and thus they introduce the phenominon of Debit and Credit. The
true nature of the entries for this third class of activities is that of
an adjustment of the record which is made necessary by some internal act-
ivity.
V/hile there is possible economy in making discrim-
inating financial arrangements and operating expenditures, much more is
possible in the wise direction of internal operations. In the use of the
building, for example, it makes a great deal of difference to net income
whether the manufacturing process begins with the raw material on the top
or on the ground floor. Ihe arrangements of machines in proper sequence

may mean -~reat economy in time and energy in moving material from place to
place. Anu so, too, with elimination of waste time and material. Allow-
ing machines to run idle uses power wastefully ; leaving lights burning
over night wastefully usis current; allowing '.en to be without worlc . astes
the cost of their wages; a wage system based upon the time element instead
of the production element may a eostly one; the use of highly paid labor
where a cheaper man would do as well is not good management.
All of these activities can be controlled. Machines
can be scientifically grouped; employes kept busy by planning the work ahead
material and product can be rigidly inspected; the effectiveness of differ-
ent grades of labor can be studied. If these activities, which undirect-
edlead to waste and loss, can be controlled, + he net income car be controll-
ed accordingly, for these are some of the elements which produce net income.
The men who have given industry "Scientific Management" have devoted all or
most all of their attention to this problem of controlling internal act-
ivity ies
.
Taken . together these many activities —grouped as
Financial, Jconomic, and Internal — constitute the activities of business.
They "constitute a sort of continious flow around a circle. Cash is con-
verted into equipments, materials, services. These are combined to give
the product; it in turn oecomes a debt receivaole, later to be collected in
cash. This cash is used to discharge accumulated obligations incurred
during the process and in the outright purchase of materials and services.
Then the sequance is repeated.
At one point in its flow about the circle, wealth
N
receives an increment which is called profit. This increment is the
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entrepreneur's recompense. It may be ^ared off, to use a figure of speech,
like a Bhaving from a post in a laithe. However, in order to be taken
away without injury to the business it is necessary that the business be
in good condition without it. That is to say, it must have sufficient
capital without this increment, and the capital must be in the process of
being effeciently employed, Should there be a damming of the flow at any
point, a strain will appear at another place there to pass on the effect
to the profits. In such a case the profit will probably be required in
the business.
An example will made the point clearer. Suppose
some situation arose — like a financial panic — which caused the collectio
of accounts receivable to be slowed up materially. We would then have
wealth banking up in accounts receivable and, being thus made unavailable
for the present, a condition would obtain which would make necessary t?:e
borrowing of enough to maintain the flow from that point onward. This could
only be done at a cost, thus influencing the net income, .accumulated
profits might have taken the place of loans in releiving the situation if
there had been sufficient forsight to retain a portion of them in the bus-
iness .
%t is controlling this flow of wealth around a
circle that claims a larre part of the business man's time and attention*
Ke has under his direction, assuming the proper authority, all of the
activities which constitute the moving forces that urge the flow forward.
3y exercising his authority he has it in his power to control those forces
and through them, his net income.
v
Control,, nowevar, can exist only when there is
Formation of
policies. authority to procure the services and to direct
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the utilization of property, forces, or men; that is authority to alter
the proportion of one to the other, or to choose the paths they are to
follow. It exists when there is authority to matte decisions and to set
limits. This is the essence of control.
Authority rests upon the institution of private
jjropsrty and upon contract. The authority to direct the utilization of
properties, forces or men lias in one or the other of these sources.
Property may be owned or rented; in either case there goes v'ith it, by
custom and law, the right to control. Natural forces, too, may be owned
or rented. This does not mean, of course, that the force of gravity could
b.2 parcelled out among the earth's inhabitants, but certainly the force
of gravity expressed in a waterfall may be place under the sole direction
of an individual. In that sense it may be owned or rented. The services
also of men may be owned or rented. Ownership of men's services ordinarily
is slavery and as such might be classified as one type of property right.
But slavery aside,man has a property right in himself j he is at once the
(4)
owner and the thing owned and has complete control over his services.
Man's services may be rented -by ordinary wage agreement.
It is seen from this discussion that, because of
the authority granted in the institution of private property and contract
rights, the control of activities is possible. Btit the complete question
of this section is not yet answered. Although it has been shown that net
income can be influenced by the control of activities and that services can
be controlled by authority, yet nothing has beSn said tending to show that
authority will be turned into effective control that authority will be
wisely used.
(4) Pisher: i.'ature of Capit&l and Income — p. 5.

In order to turn authority into really affective
control It is necessary that it be guided by wise policies. Authority
indicates the direction control nay take; policies indicate the direction
control should take. Authority ^ives the power to al^er the proportion
of property to men, but it is policy which decides what the xiew proportion
shall be. Just as there could be no utilization of : laterial without
authority over that material, so there could be no effective use made of it
without definite plans and careful co-ordination of processes and activities.
Authority nay set men to work, but it is policy which dictates what they
shall work upon and how and when. Unguided oy definite policies, energy
and resources would be aimlessly wasted-; authority would come to naught, for
it would be without aim or purpose.
Vital as authority is to mere control, policy is
still more vital when it comes to «= question of effective control, ^nd
that, in the last analysis, is the only control the business man is inter-
ested in; only effective control can maintain a favorable difference in the'
level of the income and expenditure.
It is pert inent to inquire concerning the format >
tion of policies since they are of such importance to net income. Two
types of policies are, disernabl.e: Determinative and Administrative. gk>th
are framed upon consideration of significant facts in the business world at
large and in the particular industry.
Determinative policies deal with .the larger aspects
of business. They fix the character of the activities — what shall be
made, what shall be carried in stock, where and how the oroduct shall be
(5) >disposed of. The formation of these policies
. usually rests in. the hands
(5) Church: Science and practice of Llanap-ement 1.
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Of the Proprietor, rartners, Directors, or -xecutlve coitmittes and changes
are not likely to receive much attention when proposed unless sup orted
by facts, a proposa.l, for example, to devote a ^art of the plant to the
manufacture of shell cases v. ould be considered in its background of general
business conditions as well as plant conditions. The state of the money
market would tnrow light upon the matter of financing; material and equip-
ment purchases; bank clearings, new building statistics, etc. would in-
dicate something about the probable future demand for the company's usual
products*
available indicated a probable falling Off in the damand for the usual
products and a favorable financial situation, then the proposal begins to
gain support. Should it be adopted, it would become a Determinative policy,
the expression of which would call into play Administrative policies.
the larger aspects of business are of relatively infrequent appearance;
administrative policies, on the other hand, are formed day by day, since
they are concerned with the ways and means of giving effect to the deter-
minative policies. It is the concern of administrative policy, for example,
to decide such questions as, the choice of the available labor and its
disposition within the plant; wages on a piece-work, bonus, or hourly rate
basis; eight hour shifts or overtime, and the like. Other similiar questions
abo^^t material amd equipment readily suggest themselves.
arise. The relative proportion of various expenses give rise to admin-
If consideration of such significant facts as were
Jjet e rm inative policies, being concerned with. only
In the mercantile field many of the same questions
N
istrative policies. igh selling cost per unit of sales, for example,
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nay load to trio establishment of training; classes for st 193 people, or an
altered wage system. The amount of returned goods or los9 from, bad debts
-nay cause a change in credit policy. The proportion of rent to total ex-
pense nay indicate unsuitable location; the proportion of delivery expense
may suggest changing to a "cash and Oarry" policy, and so on.
iach policy purposes to influence net income. • It
is doubtless with an eye to income that even welfare policies are adopted,
healthy and contented employes are the most profitable ones. And each
policy is based upon the recognition of some significant fact or other,
ouch facts as the amount of returned goods, the amount of spoiled work, the
unit cost of sales, the ratio of various expense* to the total, are all
full of significance to a trained executive. It is apparent, therefore,
that the recognition of significant facts is indispensable in the formation
Of adequate policies, ana hence, in the control of business activities.
Policies arise in response to a felt need; the need itself comes into con-
sciousness through the impulse of some fact presented and understood. With-
out the starting impulse of the facts of the situation, a policy would
hardly come into being in regard to it, and, as has been shown, no control
can be considered adequate which is not guided by wise policies.
,
The ability to recognize what is significant and
what is not in particular cases is a function of mind and as swch has no
place in the present discussion. But if facts that contain significance
are presented to the executive, accounting has done all it can do, and if
(7) It may be remarked that expense ratios are being given
needed attention and publicity by tfre harvard Bureau of business
Research and by the publishers of System magazine. The tab-
ulations of experience in this matter provides a standard of
no little value to 'he business man in controlling his expense.
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accountants, out of their experience, choose such facts as have been known
to have significance in other instances, they have done their duty unless,
to be sure, there is a specific request for their opinion as to the mean-
ing. 3ut in responding, as they often do, they leave their strictly pro-
fessional sphere and enter that of the business executive.
Significant facts are those which are signs or
symbols for a larger meaning* They stimulate the association of ideas;
they eptbmize situations; they convey ideas and information in concise form,
ilere facts are to be distinguished from significant facts in that the former
have a very narrow range of usefulness 'while the range of usefulness of the
latter is very wide. The difference will be seen in a few comparisons.
Occasionally formal reports are found consisting
largely of a list of thousands of items of disbursements in chronological
order, iach item is indeed a fact, but none of them are of real signif icanc
The isolated fact that, let us say, John Smith was paid .^8.40 for black-
smithing has no real significance; there is meaning in this item without
significance. Real significance might be found if all of the blacksmith-
ing items were brought together, or if all of John Smith's transactions
were summarised. It means nothing to the merchant ,. that his clerk, .Jones,
today sold ten yards of muslin, out the fact that Jones sold V500J worth
of goods last month would be of great significance when considered to-
gether with other significant facts — perhaps, in this case, the clerk's
salary.
It is by comparison of facts that conclusions are
drawn. Llere facts and figures alone mean but little; it requires analysis
and comparison to bring out the significance hidden in them. Results are
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weighed against efforts; returns against costs; method against method. In
the particular field of retailing one writer points out the use of analysis
and comparison in these words:
"jv.t the development of better retailing beyond a certain
point can come only through intimate, detailed comparison
of elements determined from such an analysis (of expense)
.
The factors favorable to efficiency may thus be isolated
in the more successful stores and applied in the admin-
istration of the less successful. The leaks, wastes, and
abnormal 3 laments may likewise be determined and eliminated."
These examples show the truth of the statement
that facts take on significance only when they are accumulated, classified,
and compared. It is the work of Statistics to gi ther, analyse and tab-
ulate facts in groups so that they take on meaning and utility which is
foreign to isolated facts. Business offers a large field to statistics
but it is only in recent years that business activities have received
statistical treatment. Statistics of general business conditions have been
( 9 ) , ±
critically considered at length by rrof . Zitchell v ana they are present-
ed and analysed periodically by organizations directed by Mr* Babson of
Boston, Mr. Srookmire of Hew. York, and others.
liore recently statistical methods have been applied
to the facts of interest to individual business enterprises because of
their intimate relation to the organizations' activities. The facts con-
sidered are both external and internal — es-ternal as to sales and trade
conditions, and internal as to production. Prof • Copeland has made a
valuable collection of the experiences of business men in this direction
* . in (10)as expressed in various publications. The possibilities outlined
(5) Systran* Economics of Retailing^ p; 69.
(9) ...itchell: Business - Cyeleai
(10) Copjeland: Business Statistics.
I.1
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therein are practically inexhau stable ; business men have aB yet merely
touched the surface of scientific investigation of business activities,
the first phase of which is the accumulation of data.
These publications indicate somewhat the extent of
the search for significant facts for administrative purposes. They do
not, however, consider the significant facts ascertainable from financial
statements, though many of the investigations discussed are based upon
facts accumulated by accounting. This ic- omitted apparently for two
reasons, first, because accounting is considered as a field of business
activity already well organized, and second, because' a business is Vnlikely
to enter into purely statistical investigations until the possibilities of
accounting alone are exhausted. The organizations' which txirn to statistics
to suppliment their accounting seem to be the successful, well managed ones
those which have already cultivated accounting intensively in their search
for control-data. Accounting is by no means conclusive as to final causes;
when it brings a significant tendency to attention and indicates the
direction investigation should take, it has served its purpose; only in-
quiry beyond the books of account will establish the ultimate cause of the
pendency. It is to be noted, however, that the first clue usually comes
from the accounts as expressed in the financial statements.
As an example, consider the case cited by Prof.
Copeland:
"It was a big store with eleven motor delivery- routes
.
These routes were plotted on a cits'- map. The daily delivery
sheets for a year back were examined and the number of
packages on each route tabulated and postea in that district.
Study of the completed map disclosed the amazing fact that
except duly and August three-foui«$hs of the store's sales
were mace in an area of less than one-fifth of the total
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area of the eleven routes. There was no abnormal summer
loss outside of this one very productive district. But
here in this area of fat incomes, and social prominence,
July and august deliveries fell off nearly 40 per cent ,
from the normal level of the other months." _ '
The cjue which led to this profitable investigation
wus found in the accounting statements. The merchandise manager, "was not
content to see normal expenses go hand in hand with an excessive drop in
income." accounting furnished the facts concerning running expenses and
income; it also furnished the significant fact — through comparative
statements — that expenses were normal and that, the drop in income was
excessive. These significant facts point to the conclusion: something
is wrong with the sales. Investigation beyond the accounts, but suggested
by them, gave the result as stated above. With the causes of the condition
plainly evident, it was a simple matter to alter the firm's advsrtising
policy so that selling appeal would reach the people in those districts
not practically depopulated during July and August. Those two months of
that year were the first July and August, it is said, in the history of
that enterprise to show normal inco lie
.
Instances corld be multiplied without better giving
point to the present argument, viz., that business activities can be con-
trolled to the advantage of the enterprise through wise policies, backed
by authority and founded upon significant facts brought to attention by
accounting statements. It is the function of those engaged in the admin-
istration of business to scan all possible sources of business' information,
to extract therefrom the significant facts, and to frame thereon such polici
as bid fair to increase the net income of the enterprise.
(11) Copeland; Business Statistics - p. £09.

._ven conclusions drawn from facts, however, may
be faulty and may profitably be verified before procedinp to out them into
effect in new policies. This may t-.ke the form either of a personal
review of the whole matter, or of the advice of a disinterested expert.
.Such an expert is the ±*ublic Accountant, who, says ...r. -.squerre, " is the
judge to whom appeals are made - - - - - by the trader, the manufacturer,
and the financier, against the conclusions to be drawn from their accounts."
Knowledge of the facts and verified conclusions
drawn from them give control. Often, however, the proposition is stated
omitting the central element of drawing conclusions, and apparently making
control rest directly upon facts. 3oth Dickinson and Church go thus
directly to the point of control.
"Accounts are devised - - - - to show his own incomings
and outgoings, possessions ana obligations in such full
detail as will enable him best to control his affairs and
to determine his own financial condition." _,(^)
"The object of the organization ----- is to collect
knowledge of what is going forward, not merely qualitatively
but quantitatively; it should provide the means of regulat-
ing as well as recording. " _____ „,'*
Throughout the three periods into which accounting
The Aim of
Accounting. history divides itself, there is a continuous
thread of purpose; the aim of accounting 3000 years _. C. is still the
aim 4900 years later, viz., to provide a part of the data which must be had
to make man master of his affairs.
In the primary period lasting up to the end of the
15th century, governmental officials, impelled by the necessities of
financial administration, caused data to be ©Ollected concerning the state
(12) -squerre: Applied Eheory of accounts - jjreface
.
(13) Dickinson: accounting Practice and Procedure - p. 14.
(14) Church: Science and Practice of Management - p. 52.
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(15)
revenues and disburse ".ents . And, yet, in spite of the acknowledged
usefulness of the facts collected, the great servicablensss of additional
and more comprehensive data was not recognised and, as a consequence,
accounting received only a meager development.
The intermediate period lasting from the end of
the 15th century to the later 19th, was largely a period of Formalism as
far as accounting was concerned. The early years gave the starting im-
pulse to the commercial world in the carrying; trsde of the Italians; tney
also gave the commercial world the method of systematically calculating
profits and losses. During the rest of this long period, the world seemed
content to copy the models set by the Italians in accounting. Very little
was added to either their system or their thought. Yet thoughout , such
accounting as was done, was for the purpose of supplying administrative data.
i-Tow it centered in finding the profit or loss from business transactions,
whereas that in the first period merely gathered the facts of governmental
revenue receipts and disbursements*
»7hatever signfficance was evident in the statement
of these simple facts for the various commercial ventures was, no doubt,
used to advantage, but the broader possibilities of accounting were still
unrecognized. The purpose was seen to be that of furnishing administrative
data, but administrative data was construed very narrowly: a record of
debts and a simple calculation of profit and loss sufficed — in a word,
bookkeeping, and nothing more.
Toward the end of this intermediate period, after
the Industrial revolution in England had time to make itself felt, there
was some evidence of a tendency- to break away from formalism in accounting.
(15} rresent dc y ..overnm .vital accounting is little more than this.

Two ideas appear, one looking toward improvement of the technique, and the
other toward modern cost accountings
The improvement in technique comes from an accountan
(16)
in Bristol, England — Edward T. Jones. He presents the idea land claims
to be the originator of it) of dividing the day book into several books of
original entry, via., Goods Gold, Goods Returned, Goods Bought, and Cash
liook. In connection with these bo:ks he seems upon the point of estab-
lishing that important point of present day technical economy '— total
posting, but he was then considering single entry and did not rise to the
opening. In his double entry, however, (where these books are not used)
he mentions incidsntly that the Property amounts from the Cash bock are
best entered in an abstract book and posted to the ledger in monthly totals.
The abstract book was not a book of original entry, however. To him also
must be credited the two column Journal, with its obvious advantage in
( 17
)
securing accurate posting. But he was in advance of his time and his
suggestions were received with derision.
The cost accounting idea was put forward in 1832
by Charles cabbage, professor of mathematics in the University of Cambridge.
He states that, "it is of great importance to know the precise expense of
every process, as well as the wear and tear of the machinery which is due
to it. - - - -one of the first advantages which suggests itself as likely
to arise from a correct analysis of the expense of the several processes
of any manufacture, is the indication which it furnishes of the course in
(181
which improvements should be directed."
(16) cones' English System of Bookkeeping.
(17) The Journal heretofore had followed the Italian design wherein
there was only one column; the debits and credits being indicated
by suitable abbreviations reside the column.
(IS) x>aobage; On the economy of Machinery and ::anuf- ctures -Chap. XX.
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jabbage t too, was in advance of the commercial
world; som9 fifty years were to elapse before cost accouat ing came in for
much attention. It has seen its highest development in the United states.
With the growth of the factory system and the con-
sequent ever-increasing attention to costs , the need for more effective
accounting instruments was felt. And now that the restraining influence of
Formalism was growing less, accounting was seen to be a device which cotild
be fitted to meet the growing needs of administration for more data,
accounting had always been the means of supplying a modicum of administrate
data after a fashion; it was now seen to contain unexpected possibilities
from the stand point of administration. The greatest development since
Ul)
Paciolo followed upon this recognition of the larger purpose of accounting.
Within practically the last generation accounting
has come to have the broadest significance of its history. John Jtewart
Mill says in his System of Logic that, "every one has daily, hourly and
momentary need of ascertaining facts which' he has not directly observed," .
and accounting is now looked upon as the source of such facts in business
management
.
The same principle is thus stated, by Harrington EJraersoni
"The object of records is to increase the scope and number of
warnings, to give us more information than is usually received
through our senses." (1^)
In another place accounting is described as the compass which, "must be
depended upon to guide action to the. desired objective point. It is to
the government of persons and of every combination of persons what the
science of navigation is to ocean travel." ..ith this broadening ideal
(19) Emerson: Twelve Principles of Efficiency — p. £06.
(£0) Allen liipley Foote, before the American -esociation of -ublic
Accountants, 1909.
(£.1) Author of the first work on rouble ...ntry ^ookkeepin-
.

of the aims of ace ou nt ing leading; the way, cost accou::',ing has developed
from nil to a science and tliere has grown up a hitherto unrecognized
body of doctrine which we designate Accounting Theory. "The theory of
accounts," says Paul-Joseph ..squ.erre, "has been evolved from the study of
economic and financial conditionn, from the development of commercial
methods, from careful analysis of the results attained in industries old
and new, from the application" of the principles expressed by judicial
decisions in litigation brought about through business relations, from the
doctrines of the law merchant, of the common law, and of modern statutes."^
Out of these elements which constitute accoi'ating
theory, economic conditions are the most fundamental . The foundation of
accounting is economic; the other elements, such as commercial methods,
legal doctrines, etc., tend to alter and modify the structure of accounting
so that the existing practice is not what it \ ould be were it purely econom
in nature; they do not effect the ultimate foundation. Whatever the color-
ing given to accounting by the exigencies of commercial methods, or legal
,
doctrine, -he basic purpose still remains the expression of the working of
economic principles. What has been called administrative data are in
truth economic data suitable to administration.
It is the aim of business administration to control
and co-ordinate business activities in the production of utilities and in
carrying out this aim, accounting is an important factor. Its purpose is
to supply an important part of the information upon which rests the con-
trol and co-ordination of activities. It is a means of symbolizing results
and conditions; of translating occurences into intelligible summaries and
of furnishing data for the interpretat ion of economic and financial activ-
ities.
(-22) iisouerre: Applied Theory of Accounts, preface.

.5.
Chapter II.
?he Accounting i.Ioae of impression.
The function of the business executive, it has
been shown, is to control and direct business activities to the immediate
and to the ultimate advantage of the entsrprise. In order intelligently
to exercise this fv net ion he mist have information upon which to base pol-
icies, and the limitations of time, space and memory preclude resort to
direct observation. An artificial means of transcending; these limitations
is needed; that means exists in the form of tabulations of figures, for
(24)
figures are symools which ma3r serve to connect our thoughts with things.
With the aid of imagination conditions may be visualized from mere figures.
"The executive sitting in his office examining the costs should be
able, as the figures run before his eyes, to visualize the shOp conditions
to which they have reference — the machines, the men, the materials,
the connecting operations . Then, as the figures vary from the standard,
imagination lends them a meaning- that urges results. For as they vary
from this standard the practical mind detects the weaknesses which
ability, authority and direction can correct to profit, or discovers
evidences of a strength worthy of effort for duplication. Imagination
makes cost figures a universal language of manufacturing." (25)
Although this is written from the coat accounting
£)Oint of view it is equally applicable to the financial side of raaztagemesLfU
Figure representations of conditions are placed before the executive; v. ith
imagination he can reconstruct the actual conditions in his mind's eye; with
a background of practical experience he can discover significance in their
relationships; with a store of resourcefulness he can so adjust his policies
as to cause advantageous changes to occur.
(2?) nTildman: Principles of Accounting, p. 4.
(24) Copeland: business Statistics, p. 51.
(25) Franklin: Cost F.eports for Executives, p.

£6 •
By the use of figures the executive's r; nge of
information is vastly enlarged and he is enabled to see "labor* services,
and commodities divasted of their diverse forms, and reprodxiced in an
identical form, in which form they can be dealt with as factors in math-
ematical problems." Another writer, I r. ..owley, might easily have been
writing of s\:mmaries of accounting facts instead of statistics when he said,
"The proper function, indeed, of statistics is to enlarge individual exper-
ience," and again, "a chief practice! use of statistics is to show relative
importance, the very thing which an individual is likely to misjudge."
The words of another writer on statistical matters seem also descriptive of
accounting summaries. ''One of the prime objects of statistics," he s&ys,
is to give us a bird's-eye-view of a large .'".ass of facts, to simplify tills
extensive and complex array of isolated instances and reduce it to a form
which will be comprehensible to the ordinary mind."
Accounting undertakes, just as does statistics in
a larger field, to extend the natural limits of the individual in his con-
nection with a business enterprise; it endeavors to assemble data which
would otherwise be ineffective, oecause unknown, and to synthesise facts v hieh
would otherwise be without significance because se.-ningly unrelated. Closely
related to statistics as it is by being- concerned in part with the accumu-
lation and classification of facts, accounting does not, however, present its
essential data in statistical form. Such devices as charts, curves, averages,
ratios, to say nothing of higher mathematics, are not employed in accounting
as they well might. The Balance Sheet and the Income Statement have long been
accounting's principal means of translating ii^s data into "numerical pictures.
(£6) Allen Ripley Foote, op. cit.
(£7) ^owley: Elements of Statistics, p. 9.
(£6) KiUflri Elements of Statistical Method, n. ^£.

After having thus scanned the function of ace cunt
-
The Aalar.ce Sheet*
ing, the next step is to examine its modes of
expression* The question early arises: V/hat data are assembled and what
facts are synthesised. The answer is; The wealth-data of the individual
business enterprise. It is to be noted that this statement -narks certain
limits. The facts dealt with are not, like those of economic statistics,
data of world or state activities, (except in so far as governmental account-
ing; works with state data)* They are only those intimately associated with
single business enterprises. It may also be noted "that the wealth of the
business enterprise and that of the proprietor are not the same in kind of
quantity. It is customary to speak of the excess of Assets over liabilities
as the proprietor's capital (i.e. wealth), out there is implied the addition-
al phrase: appropriated to this enterprise. A more definite term would be
Proprietor's Investment.
Neither do the facts consist of data expressive
of results measured in other than monetary units; they are, therefore,
financial facts alone. One writer, an engineer, world have us understand
that, "accounting in its broadest sense is the practical application of the
science of quantities. It "leasures and records, not merely cash, but every
"
• U9
)
kind of quantity that is concerned in the processes of a business." ovt
as a matter of fact, the processes of business are filled with quantities
which accounting never tries to differentiate. Only an engineer thinking of
all business records as accounting would £o define the field as to include
foot-pounds, cubic feet, horse-power, etc. among its data. Executives may
indeed, collect statistics of these and other quantities and use them in
connection with accounting's financial facts to secure significant ratios,

unit costs, Stc., jut this does not bring these statistics under the o
of accounting principles. And if they ar9 not subject to the principles of
accounting theory and ;ethod, they could hardly be called accounting data.
Ae&lth—data, as assamoljd by acc ou nt ing , are those facts in connection vith
the organization and operation of single business enterprises which find
expression in monetary units.
'
To the accountant and the business man the wealth-
data of a business is concerned with things and rights — with property and
Tights to property. In certain phases of ac ounting» notably, -iranch
Offices, Consignments, partnership Ventures, -xecutorships
,
etc., the projjer
recording and adjustment of rights receive detail consideration; in such
cases as these there is an "accountability" to be expressed rather than a
"proprietorship." out for the purposes of discussing basic elements, rights
to property and property itself need not be distinguished and, therefore,
iay be treated under the one head, assets.
(30) It should be observed that the term wealth as here used
has a slightly wider connotation than it receives in economics.
In the main, the wealth of a business enterprise consists of
the "production goods" of economics, out it also includes
certain items which economics would not. term wealth. Accounts
receivable, for exa.mple , fall within the accountant's cat-
egory, wealth, or assets, as he woula use the term, whereas
the economist would not regard them as wealth since they were
not a "good". The accountant regards the ri£ht to payment
inhering in an .account iteceiv&ole as a thing valuable in itself.
The economist, on the other hand, looking at the item from
t'ne social rather than the individual point of view, sees in it
the danger of double counting, and thus is constrained to can-
sell this Account hscsivable against the corrisponding Account
Payable in the other organization, in this way tracing out the
actual goods upon w) idh the debt rests.

One of the essential catagories of wealth-data
is that called Assets. Assttts are defined by the Coroitt.ee on Termin-
ology of the American Association of Public Accountants (now the American
Institute of Accountants) thus: Property, fixed or liquid; resourcss of
any Icind capable of being converted into money or value. It is evident
from this definition that data in regard to assets must be of great im-
portance to those in charge of administration. The whole business process
is one of securing or producing property and converting it into lOney or
value; if there be not property data, there is little need for any other.
The other essential catagory of wealth-data is
that .termed, Equities. ^ A comparable term, still widely used, is
Liabilities, but it is open to some objections since some are not inclined
to view Capital Investment as a liability. An Equity, as here used, may
be defined as the claim or interest of some person, natural or legal, in
the assets of a business, equities, therefore, are but another aspect of
Assets and are inseparable from persons. The term Assets regards the
various resources as forming a tangible existence apart from individuals;
the term Equities, however, regards the same resources as things claimed
by individuals. Assets and Equities, t .en, are opposite and equal.
This equality is inevitable and always exists, as
a moment's consideration will show. All of the assets will always be
claimed by some one. If there are no liabilities to outsiders, the whole
Of the assets are rightfully claimed by the proprietor; if there are liabil
ities, certain outsiders will have, by law, a prior claim upon the assets
and the proprietor's claim will consist of t.\3 remainder — i.e. the free
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Assets* l*o matter what changes occur in the assets and equities, they 'will
re lain equal in total. - .ould ona asset be increased without a com-
pensating decrease in so ne other asset, then the amount of some equity
•".ust be correspondingly increased, or the impossible situation ..ill result
of Laving some assets unclaimed by anyone.
When assets and equities are known the fundamental
facts of financial condition are known, for financial condition is merely
a state of being possessed of certain claimed ana claimable resources.
It must be evident that information regardiar- financial condition is vital
to the management of a business. Knowledge of the assets is knowledge of
the character and extent of the resources — the value which lies oehind
the enterprise a protection to the owner, investor or creditor. Knowledge
of the equities is knowledge of the prooable direction a distribution of the
assets would take -upon liquidation. To the investor equities show the
claims in the assets which would outrank his claim; to the creditor they
show something of the probability of early liquidation of his debt; to the '
manager they show the extent to which the obligations to outsiders nay be
encroaching upon the investment of the owners. ' Thus it is evidently as
important for the owner, investor, or creditor to know the proportion of
the equities one to another and to various kinds of assets as it is to
know the form and extent of the assets themselves. It is not without
reason, then, that a presentation of the assets and' equities in the form
of the jalance Sheet should have a place in accounting and that it should
take precedent over all other accounting statements.
(?£") It is interesting to note how accounting consistently
applies this principle even in stating the affairs of a
oankrupt by indicating a defieiency as an asset to be met by
the proprietor personally.
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In its barest outline, the balance Sheet consists
of a tabulation in which the assets and equities are arranged opposite eacl:
ot'er; assets on the left (except in Great Britain ) and equities on the.
right with the latter subdivided into Liabilities and Proprietorship.
valance Sheet
.
Assets xxxx equities
Liabilities xxxx
Proprietorship xxxx
No valance Sheet is, of course, considered
presentable with mere totals shown; indeed, in practical business such
a statement would be virtually useless for administrative purposes be-
cause of its lack of detail. But for the purpose of transaction analysis
presently to oe considered, this primary cla^s if ic&t ion of accounting data
into Assets, Liaoilities, and proprietorship is fundamental « as to the
possible subdivision of these three classes, suffice it to say at this
point that its character and extent is'dictated by the nature and extent
of the particular business under consideration.
But one .other point regains to complete a working
concept of the Balance Sheet, and that is its periodicity. .The valance
Sheet expresses a state of affairs at a given moment* -0 the proprietor,
it is an epitome of his business — a cross section of his financial con-
dition. Divorced from any other source of information he could find
Balance Sheets very servicable in indicating the progress of his affairs;
although a single statement would not show progress, a succession of them
might if the single statements were frequent "enough . As each transaction

occurs a new oalance Sheet might be made; thus the last state -:ent won id
express the current status and a comparison of the last two would show the
proprietor whs.t financial event had taken place. If, for example, the two
statements showed that c;.sh had been decreased and merchandise on hand in-
creased by the sane amount, the conclusion- would oe obvious that there had
been a cash purchase of merchandise
•
While such a succession of statements is plausible
enough to contemplate and not at all incompatable with the nature of the
Balance Sheet, there are nevertheless at least two reasons why such a
procedure is impractical in actual practice. In the first place
,
granting
the proprietor's interest in isolated transactions, it would be an in-
efficient method of bringing each occurrence ' to his attention* because all
of the items on the previous statement would have to be repeated whether
they were changed or not. The same facts regarding changes could be more
briefly expressed by merely stating the transaction itself unincorporated
in a Balance Sheet
.
In the . second place, it is quite unusual to be
interested in single transactions in the regular course of ousiness.
Aggregates have much more significance and it is impossible for one to
accumulate aggregates mentally by scanning successive balance Sheets. It
is econony, therefore, to produce Balance Sheets only at fixed intervals,
usually of a .month or more* In the interim between statements the details
regarding transactions are accumulated in ledger accounts, and from this
source are obtained the facts • summarized as noeded for the statements. ¥/e
raay say, therefore, that back of every ^alance Sheet I except the first]
stands the Ledger with its collected data. Indeed, if we may oorrow a
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simile from Chemistry, the Ledger may be thought of as a Si.tur.-ta solution
of facts ready to precipitate a balance ~heet. The Leader exists solely
for containing the facts in an orderly way which v ill ultimately be re-
quired to form the next valance oheet, and it is compiled from the entry
(33)
Of successive transactions as they occur.
A tentative definition of a transaction might -
The transact ion.
take this form: A transaction is a single business
occurrence which causes a change in the form or quantity of the wealth of
an enterprise. But definitions can seldom be broad enough to form complete
concepts so it is necessary to consider an essential characteristic of
all transactions which cannot well enter into a definition.
That characteristic is the two-fold aspect which
every transaction possesses. It is an attribute which is somewhat diffi-
cult to describe. If accounting had been made to order, explanation of
this phenomenon v ould probably be much easier. If, as Mr. J.F . jutterf ield
(34)
suggests the left and right sides of the nominal accounts were re-
versed, then the assignment of increases and decreases would be completely
logical — then the left side would express in 'every account items favor-
able to the proprietor and the right side those unfavorable. And, con-
tinuing the thought, ^one aspect of the tranaction would be the favorable-
to-the-propr ietor view and the other the unfavorable- to-the-proprietor
.
The obvious objection to bringing this arrange-
ment into use is that custom lias fixed the practice otherwise and custom
is not to be overthrown by efficiency ideas evolved centuries too late,
(35) . It would be irr-elevient to the present thesis to consider
the internal structure of the Ledger.
(34) Logic of Municipal Fund Accounts —Journal of Accountancy,
. ovember 1916
.
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no matter how praiseworthy they may be. The same rigidity of custom
keeps us using feet and gallons as units of measure instead of the netrio
system which is far more logical and adaptable, -wen if the internal struc-
ture of accounts were changed as suggested by Mr. jutterf ield, the "un-
favorable and favorable" explanation would not help in understanding many
of the internal transactions, (i.e. the transfers of value from account to
account within the ledger) although it would do much toward simplifying
explanation of uaay transactions of other types, ior example, it taxes
the imagination to conceive of either the increase of Reserve for ja.6. Debts
account or the concurrent decrease of Surplus as favorable or unfavorable
to Propriet orshipj and yet it is as much a tranaaction as is a purchase of
lumber
.
Sometimes the essential characteristic of the
transaction is exjilained by saying one aspect represents cause and the
other effect. 3ut this aids very littla. Consider the case in which
merchandise is increased and cash decreased, $50. Iiere is an instance
in which the disbursement is as much the cause of the purchase as the
purchase is the cause of the .disbursement . If either aspect of the trans-
action can be the cause at will then the statement above is no true ex-
planation of an existing phenomenon.
Again, one aspect is sometimes said to indicate
a benefit received and the other a benefit conferred. This is true of
some transactions but not of all. In the cash purchase cited above in
illustration, the "purchase" aspect may indeed be said to express the
benefit received by the buver in the form of merchandise and the "disburse-
ment" aspect to express the benefit conferred on the seller in the form
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of cash; but such an explanation would not fit an internal transaction;
By no manner of fiction can the destruction of a building by fire be said
to give rise to any benefit whatever either received or conferred. And
yet it, too, is a transaction, for it is "a single occurrence wl'ich causes
a change in the form or quantity of tke wealth of an enterprise .
"
The true nature of the two-fold aspect of evei.y
transaction is most nearly expressed in a book only recently puolished.
The writer says:
"Accounting must keep two kinds .of records; not a double
or duplicate record of every business dealing, but a record
which looks at every transaction from two points of view, viz.,
what effect it may have on the Assets and Liabilities, and .
what effect it may have upon Proprietorship." ------- -
In the light of this idea even internal trans-
actions can be understood. The loss of a building by fire would be a
transaction presenting as one aspect the disastrous effect upon the Asset,
buildings, and as the other the equally disastrous effect upon the Equity,
Proprietorship, ooth being suddenly decreased.
But even the ab©ve quoted statement, however
greatly it improves upon the others, is defective in one respect. It
implies that one aspect invarably has to do with an effect upon Assets, and
liaoilities, vhila the other has to do only vith an effact upon Proprietor^
ship. This is not true, for a transaction may involve a change in two
different assets and not' effect Proprietorship at all, as for example, the
conversion of Account Receivable into Cash. Inis mild criticism is not
intended in the least to impugn the excellence of the statement of prin-
ciple; it merely gives point to the assertion that basic generalizations
are difficult to formulate.
(GE) Hester: Accounting Theory and Practice, p. 39*

Understanding of a general principle is not
difficult to communicate if sufficient explanation be given v.ith a true
insight into the problem; out the formulation of the statement of a r.en-
eral principle offers more difficulties. Ifo better explanation of the
principle underlying; all transactions exists than is fovnd in the fourth
chapter of Col. iiprague's Philosophy of Accounts, yet even here it is
not formulated into a concise pane ralizat ion. The attempt no".v made to
state the generalization takes this form;
Ivery transaction presents, in a two-fold aspect, some combin-
ation of increased or decreased .assets, liabilities, or Proprie-
torship.
These three catagories —Assets, Liabilities,
and Propr ietorsliip —are all-inclusive; there are no facts of which
accounting takes cognizance out fall under one of these three. As has
been previously indicated, accoi^nting deals only with such facts of
business life as have an ascertainable money value. The business ability
of the proprietor has no ascertainable value although it is indispensable
to the business, hence it is not carried as an asset in the accounts of
his enterprise. The ooligation to compensate an injured employe has no
ascertainable price until the injury is sustained and judgement awarded
by the court, hence no liability for such appears in the accounts. Only
those facts which have an ascertainaole money value associated with the
uusiness find expression in the accounts. They are classified into three
groups:
.
Things of value possessed by the business, i.e. Assets, claims
of ascertainable value held, by outsiders against the Assets, i.e. liabil-
ities, ar.d the remaining equity of the proprietor in the assets, i.a.
Proprietorship. Occurrences can only have one of two effects upon either'
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of these three groups, viz., an increase or a decrease of '". e values
there classified. There are, therefore, only six elements which can
be corc'oined to form a Tr. nsactionj they are:
increase of assets decrease of assets
increase of liability decrease of liability
increase of proprietorship decrease of proprietorship
combination to form a Transaction; there nay be more but ^ven in such a '
case the complex transaction is resolvable into units of two elements each,
ihere must be two because of the inivitable eoualdty of assets a.ic -equities
•
For otherwise it would be possible J.;o show existing; assets unclaimed by
anyone
.
with six elements taken two at a time can be determined mathematically
.
The formula for the combinations of "n" things token "r" at a time is:
n r
rtln - r) 1
substituting, we have, -
fi02 = °} - 7£0D C
48
Thus there are fifteen possible combinations of
increased or decreased Assets, Liaoilit. ies , or Proprietorship. Abbrev-
iating by the use of initial letters and algebraic signs, these fifteen
combinations are as follows:
(1)4- A} — A (6) -A S + u: -hi
, + A;
-f- - (7)*-Aj^l (12) rf- 1} —
J
(S). + A; 4Lii [&) — A; -f- — j + i
(4).*. Af ^1 l9)-*;~r (14)— Lj-i
15] + —I )f-L; -X (15; + *; - f
.'i
i
'i
Of these fifteen "couples", six mist be eliminated
as inconceivable in cosiness. The six are:
(4) —
1
-+- —
— Hh
-
—
-H
~^ +
(14) -1; -r
These six cases represent transactions which are
inconceivable in business because if any of them were possible, the
statement that Assets and equities are always equal in total, ould no
longer hold, and the truth of this principle is indisputable. In further
explanation, one of the above' c&ses may. be taken as typical of the group
and examined. Item (4) will be the one to be considered.
The effect of this transaction would be, as the
alpebraic signs indicate, to increase total assets and at the same time
uecrease total equities ( since Liabilities — "L"— are one class of equities
Taking the two elements of the transaction as aqual (as they invariably are
the result world be that the total assets would be greater than the total
equities by twice the amount involved, iut according to the definition of
equities, they are only assets viewed from another direction and could
not possibly be unequal. It follows, therefore, that the transaction
under consideration could not exist in actuality since it world produce
an impossible result. Similar reasoning applied to the remaining five
cases would show all of them to be impossible in like manner. • Hence they
are excluded along with case (4). The nine remaining cases follow;
M A (7) — A; — 1 (ia)*-Li — I
.
-fr- Li
-f- I . — -.; - (13)— L; -f- I
IS) -f A ? -H 10) -f- L; — J -t" —

These fundamentals of accox.nting r re sonnet ime-s
arranged to i>resent financial condition in the graiJhic form of a balanced
acale with the transactions as shifting weights in the pans. Such a
graphic presentation is intended to help one to appreciate which of the
fifteen combinations represent the possible situations and which the im-
possible. The six impossible transactions, if applied to the scale fifr-re
would throw it out of balance; none of the remaining nine would interfere
v.-ith the equilibrium in the least.
Th.e nine types of transactions are basic and form
the frame work of the miriads of business transactions which accounting
must analyse, classify and recordj "out the need for more explicit nodes
of expression in accounting in addition to the Balance Sheet makes un-
satisfactory the method of analysing occurrences solely as they effect
Assets, Liabilities and rroprietorship. The Balance Sheet, in a word,
does not set forth the changes in rroprietorship in sufficient detail.
Proprietorship, then, becomes the basis of another and supplementing state-
ment. This Income Statement as it is called, being an explanation of the
changes in Proprietorship due to operating the bus ihess
,
grows out of those
transactions only which involve Proprietorship. It will be well, therefore
to ™tovq t he nine cases stated above according as they effect Proprietor-
ship or not, and to examine those w ich. do in some detail.
Those not affecting Proprietorship are:
(1) +-•"; — a
— ^4 conversion, say, of Material into P/o.iuct, or \
(a conversion of an Account Receivable into Gas;..}
(2)
~f- A{ -f- 1 -iSash obtained upon a Uota Payable.)
(3) — A; —1 — (i.ote Payable cancelled by payment of Cash.)
(4)
-f-Lj — 1 — (Conversion of an Account Payable into a hote Payable.)

Involving little oe-ond the creation and cancellation of debts. Case
(1) admits of two possibilities, one financial and the other internal;
changing1 aaterial into product is an internal operation, v. iiile collecting
the outstanding accounts is a financial operation. Yet it is clear thfit
the conversion of material and the conversion of the deb* are both on the
same ol ar* e as far as anv 3 ff sc t u * o n i ro ^r i st o r s ' i ri is c o nc 10 r ne d sine*3
both are changes in the form of wealth only. In none of the four cases
last mentioned is there any change in the quantity of wealth; all changes
in the quantity of wealth involve Proprietorship.
Those affecting Proprietorship:
(a) because of investment are:
» ) — i — (Assumption of -r -ersonal ( business.)
4-
-f-
(9) —A; —-P —(Withdrawal of invested funds by Proprietor.)
(9) — P; + r — (Transfer of a portion of the Surplus J .o a Reserve.)
( ;
-f-
(6] —I
(b) because of operations are:
— P — (Wages accrued and unpaid.)
-f-- —(I tions.)
-f-
-w»P — (Losses sustained.)
-4-i — [Hot involved in operations.
It v.iil be' noted £ftat out of the five transactions
which involve i-ropr ietorship, all may express an occurrence in connection
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with investment of capit* 1 anu three may express incidents attendant
upon operations. It is apparent, therefore, that there May be a change in
the quantify ol wealth (and a corresponding change in ohe proprietor s
equity) becarse of either investment or operation. Investment is a fin-
ancial activity in connection with securing funds; operation ia an economic
activity producing changes in the quantity of wealth through carrying on
the functions of the business. After a ousiness is well started the most
of its activities and a large part of its success or failure occur in its
operation. It is natural therefore that the effect of operations should
be closely watched together with the resulting changes among the assets.
The operations of a business causes variations to
appear in the quantity of wealth possessed — variations which are ident-
ically reflected by changes in the amount of the Proprietor's Equity and
in the amount of the Assets. It is seen then that there are two ways of
viewing' an increase of wealth due to operations. On the one hand an in-
crease is seen as a claimable quantity of wealth — a tangible, concrete
thing; on the other, it is seen as a claim of the iroprietor to that wealth
a right to possession and use.
Comparative balance Sheets will show these two
points of view clearly. The figures in the following statement show that
at the end of 1917, Gash and '...erchsndise on hand were etch .,,1000 larger
than a year previous. They also show that Proprietorship was larger by
$£000. It must be clear that regardless of the interim transactions, ylCOO
more Cash was received than was x».id, and that ^1000 more goods were bought
than were sold. There wae 4 therefore, a tangible increase of available
property of ^£000 and since there is no evidence of larger claims by out-

aiders, it is natural to find the whole of the increase claimed oy the
proprietor and 30 inu.ica.tod in the statement • iho amount of his present
claim is indicated oy the yl6,0G0.
Comparative ...alance jneets.
Assets. Dec. M.lilo jec . 1.1^17 Increase
Cash 4,000 5.00C 1,000
accounts Receivable 5,300 5,CC0
Merchandise -. , - - - ,000 1 ,
;
v 17.-.YC I 19.Q0C
jicuit ies
.
Accounts 1-ay able 0,0C3
.Proprietorship 14.000
-
1
The Proprietor's right to -the increase lies in
the fact that he and no one slse lias incurred the efforts — that he has
advanced out of his capital whatever costs were necessary to secure the
final increase of assets
.
v
' To him, then, belongs the return.
His additional claim in the assets, be it noted,
does not materialize in full at the moment of striking the .Balance Sheet; '
the amount of his claim changes with every economic transaction. Just as
the £5,CCO cash balance on Dec, 31,1917, is the resultant of oaay cash
receipts and disbursements, so Proprietorship on the 3alance Sheet is the
resultant of many separate items of increase and decrease. As these items
are currently; recorded, the Proprietor's account in the ledger might easily
become an exhibit of the causes whicJg affect the owner's claim in the
assets.
If the account were vgpt in this TSfay it would be
cecreasea for all costs incurred, on the theory that results from t2ie costs
could not "be foretold at the time and that it would 03 .10 st conservative
.cal economists' ideas of costs.

to show the expsnaiture for the time oeing as a decrease of Capital . Hue.
expenditures are made concerning which there can be no reasonable douot
as to its issue, such as the purchase of eqtupment, that expenditure wou!
be regarded as a conversion of one assat into another, 'but when, as in thi
case of, say, advertising, the result can not oe told in advance, the
expenditure would be treated in the accounts as a l03s would be; i.e. as
a decrease to Proprietorship. When the results appear in the form, say,
of the sals of goods, these results are treated as if the whole value
constituted an increase to Proprietorship, instead, as would seem most
logical, of being partly inreturn of assets parted with and partly profit
Thus it is seen that the cost advanced is opposed in the accounts by the
results obtained, and .the net achievement exhibited as truly as if every
single result were opposed by its own particular cost.
In accounting practice, however, it is found in-
expedient thus to bring all costs and all returns into the Proprietor's
account, just as it would be inexpedient to at.tempt to apportion every
cost over the individual sales. Che result is that the costs and returns
:.re temporarily- divorced from the true Proprietorship account and are
accumulated during the fiscal period in the so-called Economic Accounts,
which, according to the Accountant's Committee on Terminology, consist of
those accounts in which is recorded according to its nature any increase
or decrease of wealth whenever realized or recognized. Economic accounts
fall naturally into two groups according as they indicate an increase or
a decrease to proprietors: lpj the groups are termed expenditure and Incom^
respectively* The subdivision thereunder is infinitely various, deoendin
upon the nature and extent of the business in the same way the subdivisio;
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of assets depends upon the character of the business.
When these economic accounts have served their
purpose of temporarily withholding the data from the Iropriotorship accoun"
they are closed into a summary account which we term the Profit and loss
account. The balance of this in turn is transferred to the Proprietorship
account. The net result in the latter account is then just as it would
have been if every individual cost and return had been placed there
at first.
With the use of economic and summary accounts,
the procedure of transaction analysis must undergo some modifications.
Whereas there were only three elements ' before in the analysis (viz. Assets
Liabilities, and proprietorship) there now are five — expenditures and
Income being added to the list. In a way, xroprietorship has been split
into three parts. In one part (Expenditure accounts) are recorded the
operation decreases; in another (Income accounts) are recorded the oper-
ation increases; in the third (Capital account) are recorded the changes
( 37
)
in invested funds. The principle underlying); all transactions must,
therefore, be expanded to meet the situation by adding this corollary:
When a transaction involves an increase or decrease to
Proprietorship because of operation, it will present in a two-
fold aspect some combination of increased or decreased Assets
or liabilities, with a» increase or decrease of expenditure or
Income
.
The most common of these combinations follow,
using the initial letters as before to indicate the term.
(37) see p. So ante.
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I, (^ale of £?oo ds for cash or credit)
3| l-xpense supplies returned for Ccsh)
E,. (Cash paid for wages)
A; I, (Credit £,iven for goods returned by purchaser)
L: SI i (Vfeges accrued but not due)
E, (expense supplies taken back by the seller.
L; I, I Purchase discount taken.)
In analysing economic transactions preparatory to
entry- in the record, it is necessary to determine which. asset or liabil-
ity account is involved and which expenditure or income account, and
whether the chosen accounts are increased and decreased. This analysis
is not as straight forward and simple as the analysis of financial trans-
actions, for here there is often a question as to whether a riven dis-
bursement affects an asset or an expenditure account. A "Coal" account,
for example, may in one case be as asset account and in another an expense
account. If the latter, the end of the fiscal period will see the account
closed into the Profit and Loss account along with other costs; if the
former, the end of the period will very likely see the amount of coal
actually consumed transferred into a "rower" account, and thence into
"Product* 1 as a part of the cost of producing whatever is manufactured.
This procedure is the logical one, for coal used plays its part in in-
creasing the utility of the product and hence may be counted as a part of
the product's value in any desired computation
Under the peculiar conditions of manufacturing,
cost accounting is able' to carry out a great deal of the logical ideal
suggested in the foregoing example, but elsewhere it is not possible to
do so economically. Theoretically and logically all services and materials
should be carried in asset accounts until consumed and then s" ould attach
% (38)
,
to the , roduct whatever it may.be — goods or services, for il tr.ey ao
,ZS) Cf Journal of Accountancy, Jan. 1917 — ('.7 .A .Pat on)
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not add to its utility they are in themselves disutilities and should 09
dispensed with completely. Jut in retailing it is inexpedient to attempt
to attach to each sale the costs which logically belong to it alone because
the task would be extremely difficult and the results when obtained xiot
of sufficient significance to warrant the trouble. The costs are therefore
separated only as to kinds (and perhaps divided between departments) and
the summarized totals sot off against the total returns.
In summar i 2 ing the section on the transaction it
may be pointed out that in transaction analysis there are four elements to
consider, viz., Assets, Liabilities, Incomes, and expenditures, each of
which may be increased or decreased. In many transactions there nay be
conflicting views as to which of the elements or which of the accounts in
the sub-classification is affected. In manufacturing many transactions
are treated as conversion on assets into other assets which in retailing
would be treated as conversion of assets into expenditures. When and where
the dividing line shall be drawn it is the'provincs of the 'Theory Of Accounts
to determine.
The single aim of "translating the transaction
into an entry under the guidance -of the principles of accounting theory,
is to cause Mae record to express the truth of the occurrence briefly and
concisely, as a mode of expression the entry is rather technical; it is
designed to express to the initiated in a very abbreviated v/ay the facts
from which the statements are built. 9?hfl statements, however* are not so
technical, being designed to express to the layman the achievement s of the
enterprise. How the financial results are thus expressed has been consider-
ed in connection with the balance Sheet; there remains for consideration the
way accounting expresses the causes of those achievements.

ii
&JC1 incret. se 01
,
S&y, <^u<J\JV m W'^tiitil
-
e valance Sheet the figure symbols of
mools of efforts or costs,
mere ere two ways of x:,res enting Income and £a&»
penditure data. One way throws into relief the fact that the statement
presents the causes of increased wealth; the other sets the. facts forth
as costs to be repaid out of income oefore the Proprietor's share thereof
is ascertained. In the so-called technical form of laoome Statement it is
the causes which stand out and in the report form it is the repayment of
costs
.
The technical form follows the structure of the
account and presents the expenditure data in one column, opposing to it
the income data in another and parallel column. Reading down the columns
we find the statement tells us;
Of causes; this short -comings is mad'
wealth is held, but they cannot sho 1
from which the income is received,
quantity of goods handled to produe
or the relation of the quantity of
cenditure . iacts like thesewhich t]
available to the administrator • so h
result. Accounting brings him in t:
results; in the Income statement, s
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Wealth claimable
Proprietor has b
creased because:
ill u.9-
1- goods were purchased
for resale,
£- expenses were incurred
for:
ul- operating
b- selling
c- administering
d- financing
etc
.
Z- fi>ed assets r.ave de-
preciated.
Proprietor has fcnen in-
creased because:
1- goods have been sold,
etc •
The net resultant of the increase and the decrease
factors tells the amount which Proprietorship changed during the tjeriod as
a result of operations; the details tell why the assets have been decreased
or increased in carrying on the business. In explanation of this,.one item
nay be considered as typical, say, wages* The result of paying wages is a
decrease in cash, a change in an asset apparent in the balance Sheet; but
it is not ascertainable from the Balance Sheet whether the change was due
to wages paid or to something else. The cause of paying wages is the
consumption of services and this is shown in the Income Statement, logical-
ly the cause there shown should be labled "Services Consumed", but prac-
tically this is understood in the phrase as it does appear, ".'/ages- Sell-
ing Department.*1 Other operating transactions would show similar dual
character is t ics
.
Soth statements, it will be seen, are necessary
to rive expression to both aspects of the occurrences. If all of the
operating transactions of a period could be traced through as above, the
counterpart of every increase or decrease of wealth as shown in the ^alance
Sheet would be found faithfully reflected in the Income Statement; for eyery
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operating result in the one statement there would be a cause shown in the
other
.
Isolated entries, however, do not appear in the
statements; they are found in the ledger from which the statements are
summarized. It is therefore impossible from the statements to say that
this particular increase of v£03C in cash is due to that particular item
in the Income statement. The separate items can be disentangled by refer-
ence to the ledger, but ordinarily isolated transactions are not sig-
nificant to the executive, so the statements are. the more useful by reason
of being summaries. 7/hile the details lie hidden in the ledgers, the
statements maintain their relationship of cause and effect Just as truly
as if they expressed but a single transaction. The picture the executive
gets is that of a composite transection consisting of many kinds of assets,
and many kinds of expenditures and incomes, and according as he is able
to see many significant relat ionships between the various figures in tns
composite picture, he is able to read well or ill the course the business
has followed.
The technical form of Income statement seems to
lend itself very well to visualizing both sides of the activities and thus
in helping to bring,causes and effects into alignment. It would be ex-
pected, then, that this would be the favored node of presentation, but un-
fortunately it is not. The reason is not far to seek. The majority of
business men do not have the technical knowledge of accounting necessary to
realize fully the intimate relationship of the Balance Sheet and Income
statement. The advantage of. the technical form, which is that when it is u
conjunction with the balance Sheet it shows mors clearly the two aspects
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of operating transactions — this advantage is not apparent to than and
the result is that they seen to favor the other form which seems more
understandable. Xhis other form is called the Report form of Income state-
'.Tnereas the technical form leads one to think of
the causes of increased and decreased wealth , the report form suggests' to
the mind the application of the income to the discharge of variously in-
curred costs. This suggestion rises largely in the way the items are arraag
on the report form. The statement begins with the amount of the income
from various sources. From this is successively deducted the several class-
es of expenditure. First, those relating to the goods bought to resell,
then the selling costs, administration, financial, etc, costs. The re-
mainder after the last dubtraction is the amount of the income left for the
Proprietor
.
This plan of dediicting costs throws into relief
the economic idea of costs being repaid out of income after oeing advanced '
out of capital, and appeals to the business man because it emphasises his
thought that his profit is a remainder of the product. This is a true
concept of profit, to be sure, but the question is, Shall the Income
Statement be for the purpose of expressing a clear concept of profit or
shall it be for the purpose of presenting facts in such a way as to aid
in getting at causes and' effects . It is not denied" that the report form
may be so analysed and studied as to show the relation of effort and result
as well as any other, but it does seem that the technical form makes such
analytical." stud/ aors likely to receive attention.

The executive, it lias bean shown, mist look to
account i rip for a large part of the data upon which to base his policies of.
control. It is the duty, then, of accounting so to give expression to the
facts it gathers as best to serve the executive's purpose. Kill that
purpose be best served by the technical or the report form of income state-
ment?
She answer lias partly in the ability of the ex-
ecutive. He must be given that form of statement which he personally can
understand best; the less instructive form were better, if understood, than
the more instructive, not understood. At present the preferred statement
seems to be the report form, because, in a word, the other is too technical.
But it is a mistake to assume from his preference that that form is the
best means of conveying to him the information he should- have. It may be
the one he can -use best, but it is not the one he ought to be able to use
best
.
There seems a growing tendency in. text books to
neglect the technical form of income statement.. If it can be shown that ' •
this form will better serve to connect cause and effect in business, that
is the form business men should be trained to use where the training aims
at producing men who can use accounting data to the best advantage. Account'
ing is, without question, a technical subject; it is only slowly reaching
out toward the dignity of a science. As a part of the technical training
of business men it is as fundamental as mathematics to tha trained engineer.
as mathematics is more than arithmetic, so is accounting more than book-
keeping — more than merely the keeping of records, bookkeeping is an end
in itself; bookkeeping is clerical. Accounting is a means to an end;
accounting is an aid in the formation of Judgements.
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Training- in accounting should be technical, not
clerical; it should be training in the science, not the art alone. If
•Oeounting is to have any claim to being a science or an instrument of
science, it must gather, analyse, and present data scientifically, i.e.
in a way to reveal and unite cause and effect. It must begin upon a sound
foundation of purpose; it must build with that purpose constantly in view;
it must present its data in that form v.'hich is best calculated to rsveal
the actual facts significant to its purpose regardless of individual pref-
erences, and it must, if necessary, teach men to- understand its modes of
expression so that its full utility may be realized. Builders, of shops
or businesses, must learn to construct • and read their blue-prints. What
the working drawings are to the one, the accounting statements are to the
other.
The present discussion has aimed at two things,
first, to point out the function of accounting, and second, to consider
briefly the principal .odes of expressing that function.
There is no real understanding of a science with-
out appreciation of its aims and purposes; its' every device and principle-
is colored by purpose, -very device of accounting has underlying it the
purpose of accurate,, economical collection, and presentation of financial
data aervicable to the administration. Every principle of accounting has
behind it the purpose of so selecting, analysing and arranging tnose facts
as to produce a significant exhibit of the true f inane ial condition and
actual progress of a business.
The function of accounting finds its culmination
s.
in a true" valance Sheet and Income statement. In the Balance Sheet it

presents to the administration the data concerning the form and extent of
the enterprise's wealth the results of its investment and operations.
In the Income Statement it gives expression to the play of causes wuich
brourht about the changes in the quantity of wealth — it explains the factor:
which constantly tend to wear away the wealth and to replace it. The two
statements studied together help to visualize the activities of the business
and to nullify the physical limitations of the executive, or any other
person interested in the affairs of the enterprise.
Th9 function of the business administrator is to
control and co-ordinate business activities in the product ion of utilities,
and to assist in carrying out this function he has accounting at hand. It
serves as a means of communicating occurrences to him in that form which is
most ssrvicable, viz., a brief summary. Its purpose is to supply an im-
portant part of the information upon which he must of necessity depend in
the formation of policies. By its balance Sheet and Income Statement, it
affords the means of interpreting the economic and financial activities of
the past and of associating cause and' effect. Guided by rast experience
thus summarized, it devolves upon the executive to perpetuate the favorable
factors and to eliminate the unfavorable to the ultimate advantage of
the enterprise. In a word, the economic function of accounting is to act
as an efficient instrument to the hand of the ousiness executive, investor,
or owner in controlling their affairs — an instrument of precision, a chart
and compass by which to steer their course through the sea of. economic life.
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Appendix
.
HoteB on bibliography
.
Vihatever has already been written about the economic
Function of Accounting is to be found scattered here and there in articles
and parts of chapters in various books; there is no literature dealing with
the subject as such. Uo thorough analysis of the purpose and function of
accounting is available; most often the purpose is only briefly mentioned
or left to be implied from the context. But tne value of clearly defined
aims is unquestioned and the discussion thereof ray well be closed with
a brief resume of the bibliography available.
Although space forbids the inclusion of much of the
historical in this thesis, mention should be here made of the principle
sources because of the background they have given to the subject matter
that is presented. The earlier periods are admirably covered by Browns
History of Accounting and Accountants, and by .ifoolfi A Short History of
Accounting. Both of these are general histories based upon extensive ex-
amination of archeological data as well as the study of german researches
and such books and documents as have cone down to us from medieval times.
A translation of some of these last that is of great' interest has been made
by Hr. Greisjesbeck in Ancient double Sntry bookkeeping. Herein leproductions
of the first book on accounting (iraciqlo; De Computis) with line by line
translation place before us the earliest texts known (Paciolo, 1492); other
similar translations show the work of his immediate successors and imitators
in Holland and -n'"land.

.Both general histories above mentioned contain
exhaustive bubliograhhies of old accounting texts; several of the account-
ants' libraries in ^reat oritain contain many of the old books themselves.
Accounting's development being co- incident with the
rise of commerce, naturally suggests histories of commerce and industry as
sources of .background, -^ong these may be named, Day: History of Commerce,
Cunningham i Growth of Industry, and lolmenti: Venice.
Throughout even the earliest history of accounting
definite purpose is desemable. Then as always it has functioned a3 the
record of past activities and guide to future activities in commerce and
industry, which is but saying: to future, economic activities.
iVith the drifting of economic activity more and
more strongly toward industry, the administrative purpose of accounting
came more into consciousness. The first result of this is to be seen in
the appearance of better books and records with more information provided.
a good example of this stage exists in,Jones: English System of oookkeeping,-
where columnization a::d total posting was mentioned and advocated. The
other, and more modern result, is the trend to emphasize the use of account-
ing rather than as formally the method of recording the data. With the
shifting of emphasis from data record to data use, one finds a broadening
of the concept of accounting and a more lively ap reciation of the admin-
istrative purpose, which, to be sure, had always been fslt but until lately
only faintly.
The traditional accounting point of view of the
professional has been a rather narrow financial one. The greatest con*,
cern was for the integrity of the investment. That this v. as the fact

is not surprising when one considers that the begining of accounting as a
orofession elites from about the time the concept of a permanency of in-
vestment developed out of Joint ventures and the periodic division of in-
vestment, and when one considers the additional fact that education in
the profession was until lately practically limited to absorption of
tradition and method by direct association with accounting work. Further
evidence of the finincial view point of accountants is to be found in the.
great emphasis that is laid upon the Balance Sheet in the works of the
earlier of the odern writers, such as hr. Dicksee, and Mr. Lisle in Great
Britain and hr Hatfield in the United States.
In the later writers on accounting theory there is
subtile evidence of a tendency to stress the Profit and Loss statement and
the analytical, intrepretative side of accounting. In Jsquerre: Applied
Theory of Accounts, and Dickinson: Accounting Practice and procedure, the
material is enriched with discussion of pure theory and by the absence of
excessive explanations of systems and illustrated forms. Eheory discussions,
be it noted, arise only in response to a felt need and aim at clarifying
concepts so as to insure a more adequate fulfillment of purpose.
Sprague in his Philosophy of Account slays down the
immutable principles ,of accounting which have served as a point of depar-
ture for writers ever since. Here and in Principles of accounting by
Paton and Stevenson, is the basis of the discussion of the transaction in
chapter II of this thesis. Llore clearly perhaps than elsewhere is the
modern trend apparent in mdman: Principles of Accounting and tester:
jtolSOunt ing Theory and Practice. In these two works the administrative
jjurpose of accounting is clearly- though briefly presented and is main-
tained throughout as the backgroung of the discussions.
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In cost accounting (a strictly modern development)'
the emphasis of tlie industrial and management side rather than the purely
financial is even more evident. The more important discussions in this
field are:
Nicholson: Cost Account ins, Theory and Practice.
Church: Manufacturing Costs and Accounts.
" Science and .ractice of " anagement
.
Scovell: Cost accounting.
Franklin: Cost Beports for executives.
In all of these accounting is regarded as ' an instru-
ment in the hands of the operating executive from which he extracts policy-
forming facts. L'aturally the policies most considered- are production
policies. Financial policies are not to be overlooked, of course, but they
are to be frankl: recognized as secondary; the business vjroblems now are'
more production problems than they are financial.
The importance of accounting in furnishing adminis-
trative data is well seen in two late books which deal with accounting facts
but not accounting. Ihey are — Copeland: Business statistics, and erinton:
Graphic .Methods of Presenting Facts. These writers are concerned primarily
with corollating and presenting forcibly facts already accumulated. The -
naturally look to accounting for a large portion of their data. In both
booka the manipulation of data for useful purposes extends somewhat beyond
the field of accounting per se. Indeed, one may say, accounting data as
there used become the data for the solution of economic problems in pro-
duction, distribution, etc.
Consideration of the various books in even this short
bibliography shows that accounting has an economic function to perform, that
accounting is capable of rendering di stinct service to administration of
affairs, and that the possibilities of accounting are being recognized and
utilized.



